The Material World

Quentin Cooper : On Saturday,Anne Robinson,she of the sleekest wink,and Phillip Schofield,he of the goofiest gopher,will be hosting BBC 1's "Test the Nation" a concerted attempt to tot up the country's IQ. Now it's a fascinating idea,a scientifically validated assessment of every viewer's intelligence quotient,and since trailers for the programme have encouraged anyone who watches to train their brain in advance,it may even be a rare case of TV smartening up - rather than dumbing down.
But before the 70 questions,which will be posed on Saturday night,there's one which is I think worth addressing now.
Just what is it that the "Test the Nation" is testing? In is Annalex no less a thinker than Confuscious had a character attempt to define intelligence.
"Say-Chang asked what constituted intelligence. The master said 'He with whom neither slander that gradually soaks into the mind,nor statements that startle like a wound in the flesh,maybe called intelligent indeed."
Although I prefer F Scott Fitzgerald's pithier approach to intelligence testing:
"The test of a first rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the same time and still retain the ability to function".
Boom boom. I'll keep a lookout for such diametrically opposed views as we attempt to assess attempting to assess intelligent - if you see what I mean,with Dr Steve Blinkhorn,Managing Director of Psychometric Research and Development Limited and Nicholas Mackintosh ,Professor of Experimental Psychology at Cambridge.
Steve Blinkhorn,a bit of history first,we've been conducting versions of IQ tests for what,over a century now?

Steve Blinkhorn :  Well about a century,I mean there are all sorts of failed attempts in the latter part of the 19th century,but things came alive almost simultaneously in the first few years of the 20th century with a Frenchman called Binet,who worked with schoolchildren and had the neat idea that as children get older they get to be able to do cleverer things and he came up with the idea of mental age,or mental stage actually,originally,where you compared people to the average performance of children of a given age,and that works up to about 16 or 17 or 18 years of age after which people don't get any cleverer by and large,and at about the same time,Charles Spearman,working in England came up with a statistical way of defining intelligence in terms of the variation in performance of people at the same age,and those two sort of approaches,sort of tumbled over each other like two acrobats,really for forty of fifty years thereafter.

Quentin Cooper : What a lovely visual metaphor that was,yes,see that's your actual visual ability there as well,so....

Steve Blinkhorn :  Well mine's notoriously poor!

Quentin Cooper :  But I mean,this BBC "Test the Nation" - I don't want to go into too much depth,but is this a mass experiment - an intellectual survey - a simultaneous bit of self assessment - fun or what?

Steve Blinkhorn :  Well I think it might give a lot of people some insight into what they might be faced with if they're going to be tested.....

Quentin Cooper : Right.

Steve Blinkhorn : ...I can't believe that we're actually going to get a fix on the average intelligence in the nation. We might get a fix on the average intelligence of people with nothing better to do at ten past eight on a Saturday evening,but that's another matter!
It will give people some insight into what conventional styles of intelligence tests are like, 
[See members.fortunecity.com/templarser/iq.html  & mensa2.html & iotm.html document36]

and what they do,and I gather there's going to be a fair amount of fun with identical twins in the audience  and publicans and blondes.

Quentin Cooper :  And you can have a lot of fun with identical twins,publicans and blondes in my opinion.

Steve Blinkhorn : Well identical twins who are also blonde and publicans,might actually be an ideal male fantasy I suppose!

Quentin Cooper :   We'll leave that for..! Nicholas Mackintosh - so if all goes well,we'll end up what,knowing our own IQ,and what good is that apart from measuring our ability to do IQ tests?

Nicholas Mackintosh : Knowing your own IQ probably is of no use to anybody. Other people have found it useful to know someone's IQ,because the fact is IQ tests were invented in order to predict things about people,to predict things about schoolchildren - how well they'd do in an average classroom,to predict things for employers - how well an employee would hold down a particular kind of job,and they do do that moderately well.

Quentin Cooper :  But...

Nicholas Mackintosh : Not perfectly,but not badly.

Quentin Cooper :  But is is a measure of....

Nicholas Mackintosh : Yes...

Quentin Cooper : ...okay so it predicts things,but what is it measuring? Is it measuring our intelligence?

Nicholas Mackintosh :  Ah,well because IQ tests were invented simply as a technological tool in order to predict real things in the real world. IQ testers for a very long time didn't actually bother very much about what intelligence is,or what their tests were measuring. The criterion of success was that it predicted things. I guess in the last 25 years or so,cognitive psychologists and others,and intelligence testers have started worrying - "What is intelligence? What do out tests measure?". They started off I think - with rather simple ideas that intelligence is really the efficiency of the brain as a whole and the speed of information processing. They take simple measures of speed of nerve conduction,speed of performing very,very simple tasks,and at the end of the day I don't think  that's the answer! (laughs)

Quentin Cooper :  I can see...there was a fantastic frown across your face there,okay and..but okay....that's not..but can you hint as what is the answer?

Nicholas Mackintosh : Well,intelligence is a bit more complicated than that. I mean the best single task that seems to be associated with intelligence as measured by IQ tests,is what cognitive psychologists called "measures of working memory",where you have to perform a particular task,hold the result of a particular operation on it in mind while you then move on to another bit of the problem,solve that bit,combine those two results,hold that result in mind, then move on to yet another bit of the problem,you are simultaneously trying to solve little problems and hold the results of that solution in mind - while you then add further parts.

Quentin Cooper :  So it's a particular mental skill or skills,rather than a kind of over view of the brain as a whole?

Nicholas Mackintosh :  Those....well those skills are actually important in solving any complicated problem in the world - complicated problems are precisely ones which you  have to break down into little pieces in order to see the overall solution,and you have to hold bits of the puzzle in mind while moving on to the next stage.
This is not all IQ tests measure,but it's probably one of the central things of the kind of reasoning tests that at least some IQ tests contain.

Quentin Cooper :  Is part of the problem here,that because we have this difficulty...these slippery terms...

Nicholas Mackintosh :   Yes.

Quentin Cooper :  ..and we have an intuitive idea about people being bright or brainy,but nevertheless somebody can be very intelligent in the sense that they can be a monomaniac who knows everything there is about the andelusian hemipode or they can be a comedian who can do lightning fast ad libs or they can be a footballer who can figure out on the move how to place a pass 200 metres across a football pitch?

Nicholas Mackintosh :  There are lots of different ways of being intelligent,I mean the term is a slippery one and it covers a multitude of sins,I mean you can be slow and deep,and thoughtful,you can be quick on the uptake,you can be quick to see the fault in someone else's argument,you can be quick to contradict,you can be terribly knowledgeable about a wide range of things. I think on the whole monomaniacs would not normally be counted as super intelligent.
[Perhaps that's why Asperger's feel paranoid about the wide ranging abilities of others and become capable in one subject  - LB]

Anyone...

Quentin Cooper :  There's a lot to know about the andelusian hemipode though...!

Nicholas Mackintosh :  Well,I'm sure it takes a lot of time! Anyone actually can become an expert in the limited domain - it just takes practice.

Quentin Cooper :  Right. Steven why do we put such store in IQ tests? I remember hearing during the depths of the last recession,or the last but one,that some firms were giving IQ tests to their workforce and laying off the people who scored poorly?

Steve Blinkhorn : Yes,it's a very strange thing to do,because they would have lots more information about how well people were actually performing at their jobs...

Nicholas Mackintosh :  Yes.

Steve Blinkhorn :  ...and it seems ridiculous to look to something that's good at predicting as it were and put it in place of more certain knowledge.

Quentin Cooper : But it's a sign of the trust that we in these things,even if we don't quite  as we understand...know what it is?

Steve Blinkhorn :  I'm not entirely sure that I would trust employers who did that kind of thing.

[My feelings exactly,because it shows one is not working for an intelligent employer - LB]

I think the real point is that it is put forward as an important fact about you,and often people have a slightly neurotic desire to know their own ability and as Nick said,for most purposes,it's not actually terribly important to know. I mean the whole point about what is the nature of intelligence - I mean the early days,there was actually a debate about whether intelligence was cognitive,that's to do with,you know,thinking skills,or whether it was conative to do with will and character.
Actually there was a very strong view put forward by an interesting gentleman who is Virginia Bottomley's grandfather,who claimed that intelligence was actually effort,character and will and had nothing to do with mental skills,in the usual sense,at all. But in modern times,people can't get access by and large to these tests themselves - okay there are paperback books and so forth,and what is....

Quentin Cooper : "Know your own IQ " by Hans Eysenck,yes.

Steve Blinkhorn :  ..absolutely,but as I suspect with this programme on Saturday evening,the styles of tests that are present in those books actually date back to the 1930s. There's been relatively little change or movement over the years,in the styles of test that are used,there's been a major improvement in packaging and printing standards, but not much actually in as it were the theoretical underpinnings,or improvements in predictive value.

Quentin Cooper :  But I'm interested in our interest in...as you said we have this desire..but if we said on Saturday night we're having a nationwide Geography test,or a vocabulary test,I can't believe anybody would think that would be a big ratings winner,but an IQ test people will be there,because somehow we think it's going to tell us about us.

Steve Blinkhorn :  We think it's an important fact about ourselves. Of course,I mean there is a problem that probably,people who watch the programme will have more of an interest in it,may actually be of slightly superior intelligence,and they're going to find if their scores are average that at least some of them are going to come out below average,whereas in truth, in the population as whole they might be above average.

[These kinds of numerical mistakes to do with referencing averages are common and perhaps and indication of how stupid those "superior intelligent" people can be -Steve is exactly right - LB]

So,there are real statistical difficulties in making sense of some of these kinds of experiments.

Quentin Cooper :  But I don't mean this facetiously,but if you had a mass edition of "Who wants to be a millionaire" or "Brain of Britain" or "Countdown",wouldn't that also be a pretty reasonable indicator of all the things that we're on about in terms of how we might do in the workplace and....

Steve Blinkhorn :  Well I don't....I'm not entirely sure about "Countdown" - I actually had the interesting experience of watching my own IQ go down a few years ago,I got seriously ill....and then...

Quentin Cooper :  You previously said it's normally stable in adult life.

Steve Blinkhorn :  ...it's normally stable,but I had a neurological condition,the net effect was actually,I felt so low that I actually enjoyed watching "Countdown" [Nice one :-) LB] - which was quite harsh - quite serious! And ...but most of the skills returned,except one,very interestingly...I mean my digit span...my memory for lists of numbers has suffered and has not returned,whereas all the other things,like computer programming skills, and mathematical skills have just come back. So people do think of it as something that's a serious fact about themselves. Employers think it's a serious fact about them too,but knowing your own IQ doesn't really help,and people who think they know their own IQ to the third decimal place,you know,really do need a little bit of help,because  we just don't have that sort of precision of measurement.

[One might almost judge those who seek their own IQ and think it an enabling fact as sub-intelligent - ironically enough -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Yes I have to say,although nothing against MENSA as an organisation,but anybody that I've ever met who's told me that they are in MENSA has been the kind of person I've wanted to run a  mile from.

[ I once knew a woman who got on the bus as I went to school to carried MENSA materials around with her - she was that sort of person too - LB]

Steve Blinkhorn :  Of course there's another interesting...I mean there are actually different scales for IQ - I mean the version that MENSA uses,statistically uses a standard deviation 24,and the ones that most psychologists use,has a standard deviation of about 15,that means that an IQ of 145 in our view,is reported by members of MENSA as what..172.

Quentin Cooper :  Oh I see. Nicholas we've talked about the various kind of,there's verbal ability,visual skills and vocabulary...but aren't there also a raft of other things that will affect how you score,there'll be your self esteem, how comfortable you are with this kind of test,how much you've repaired whether your dyslexic or scared of numbers?
[Exactly,it isn't fair - LB]

Nicholas Mackintosh :  Well,if you're dyslexic you'll do badly at verbal kinds of IQ tests,if you're annumerical you'll do bad at the mental arithmetic bits.

[Not just that - if you have problems with numbers - you may have problems with conceptual abstract understanding - and if you do badly - that's exactly why the test is useful in showing up what you're not good at or are good at - LB]

A good IQ test battery,tests a whole variety of different things,and that's what they're designed to test. So of course people will have ups and downs,people will be good at some things and not others.

[Yes but if you're good at social interaction with people - that's the sort of thing that isn't test for - and yet interpersonal skills maybe a requirement of a company staff manager -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  And finally and briefly if someone doesn't do too well on Saturday because the law of averages says a widespread audience- half the people will be average or below (Nick echoes Quent's words) - should they ..? A few brief words of comfort?

Nicholas Mackintosh :   There are many things more important in this world than having a high IQ score - being a nice person would be one on my list.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay,and who knows what nice people will be watching at whatever time it is on Saturday night. Professor Nicholas Mackintosh and Steve Blinkhorn,I think that was above average on the interest quotient and it's a very high average we have here. 
Next week something that involves mental agility, hand/eye coordination,and rapid thinking,but which for some reason is rarely thought of as a guide to high IQ,video games. As the first major exhibition on the culture of the video game opens,we'll be looking at the future of gaming,and the new consoles,new games and new worlds that are appearing to saturate our senses and to swallow up all our remaining free time.





































